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Software changes constantly because developers add new features or modifications. This directly affects the effectiveness of the test
suite associated with that software, especially when these new modifications are in a specific area that no test case covers. This paper
tackles the problem of generating a high quality test suite to cover repeatedly a given point in a program, with the ultimate goal of
exposing faults possibly affecting the given program point. Both search based software testing and constraint solving offer ready, but
low quality, solutions to this: ideally a maximally diverse covering test set is required whereas search and constraint solving tend
to generate test sets with biased distributions. Our approach, Diversified Focused Testing (DFT), uses a search strategy inspired by
GödelTest. We artificially inject parameters into the code branching conditions and use a bi-objective search algorithm to find diverse
inputs by perturbing the injected parameters, while keeping the path conditions still satisfiable. Our results demonstrate that our
technique, DFT, is able to cover a desired point in the code at least 90% of the time. Moreover, adding diversity improves the bug
detection and the mutation killing abilities of the test suites. We show that DFT achieves better results than focused testing, symbolic
execution and random testing by achieving from 3% to 70% improvement in mutation score and up to 100% improvement in fault
detection across 105 software subjects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art automated testing techniques rely on coverage and random-based test case generation as the most
competitive strategies to detect bugs in programs [5]. Although these strategies are, indeed, effective, they lack some
attributes that current software development processes require. Nowadays many software projects are in constant
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development and programs grow every day. These modifications often bring new code into existing programs and this
code might not be covered adequately by the current test suite of the project. Thus, it is relevant to automatically create
test suites focused on specific program parts. These test suites will be able to, for example, help analyse new/changed
code or compare new and previous functionality of specific code sections, in order to guarantee that such code is
not introducing bugs into the system and it is properly integrated. Coverage strategies alone have limited abilities in
detecting real faults, as covering a faulty statement once does not necessarily imply that the fault will be activated, i.e.,
the program state will be infected [51].
To address this problem, we need to focus the testing process on the components added/modified by the developer.
This methodology, called focused testing (Section 2), aims at guaranteeing that multiple tests target a few, specific
elements of the program. There are different approaches to focused testing, such as techniques for detecting triggers in
malware [58], or those generating directed test cases by traversing specific program elements [2]. However, triggering
techniques only generate a single test case [58], while directed test cases come with a high computational cost due to
the need to discard possibly many tests during the generation process [2]. Moreover, these techniques are normally
guided just by coverage and, therefore, they do not provide any warranty on the diversity of the inputs [26]. Indeed,
diversifying the test suite has been shown to improve its fault detection ability, even when the test suite size is small
[20].
In this paper, we extend the idea of focused testing by including diversity in the generation process. Our approach
leverages the idea behind GödelTest [19], a testing technique based on parametrised test suite generators. We name our
technique Diversified Focused Testing (DFT). While the GödelTest approach requires the parametrised generators to
be created manually, we produce generators automatically. Moreover, our approach aims at satisfying two objectives
at the same time: (1) maximum diversity; and, (2) satisfiability of the condition to reach the target. To the best of
our knowledge, our proposal is the first meta-generator technique that can automatically create a parametrised test
generator for a given program and a set of program elements (Section 3.1), ensuring diversified focused coverage.
DFT focuses the testing process on a specific target by extracting the program constraints associated with the target.
The extraction process is performed by a C-Bounded Model Checker (CBMC), which provides a set of Satisfiability
Modulo Theory (SMT) constraints in a bit-vector arithmetic (Section 4.1). The automatically synthesised generators add
parameters to the extracted SMT constraints. These parameters have the ability to allow alternative paths to reach the
program points of interest, and, at the same time, the ability to randomise the selected inputs (Section 3.1). We optimise
these parameters in two directions. The first direction aims to guarantee uniformity, which is our target measure of
diversity. This optimisation moves the test case probability distribution associated with the generator closer to a uniform
distribution, using statistical tests that quantify such closeness (Section 3.2). The second direction aims to optimise the
efficiency of the test generator by reducing the creation of potentially unsatisfiable constraints, a possible consequence
of the parametrisation process (Section 3.2). DFT optimises the added parameters using two multi-objective search
algorithms: a greedy search and an evolutionary algorithm (Section 4.2).
We evaluate DFT on 105 software subjects drawn from three different sources: R-Project [44], SIR [45] and CodeFlaws
[56] (Section 6). Experiments show that our method creates inputs that reach the target program point at least 90% of
the time and that these inputs are strongly diverse (Section 7.1). DFT also improves the mutation score by between
3% and 70% and fault detection by up to 100% compared to state-of-the-art approaches in focused and random testing.
Moreover, our optimisation process improves the quality of the generator by reducing its error rate (due to unsatisfiable
constraints) by an order of magnitude. The main contributions of this paper are:
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(1) We propose the first meta-generator for diversified focused testing (DFT)
1
, which automatically parametrises
the SMT constraints associated with a targeted execution. Such automatically injected parameters are optimised
for diversity and satisfiability by a multi-objective algorithm (Section 3).
(2) We make publicly available an open-source implementation of DFT, providing a focused generator guided by
diversity and based on two multi-objective search-based strategies that improve the generator’s efficiency, while
preserving diversity/uniformity of the selected inputs (Section 4).
(3) We provide empirical evidence showing the effectiveness of DFT in improving reachability and diversity in
different programs, along with fault detection and mutation killing capabilities (Section 7).
2 PRELIMINARIES
Focused random testing aims to test specific, individual components of a program [2]. In the original work of Alipour
et al. [2], the authors define focused testing as a black box method whose aim is to reach a specific target. For example,
a target may be the activation of a specific API. Alipour et al. automatically select the parameters of a general test
generator to reach that target, by activating or deactivating different options of the generator. Our work increases
the granularity of this approach, considering a white box scenario. The components we consider are program points
(pp), i.e., specific nodes in the control flow graph. Instead of using general purpose generators, our meta-generator
automatically creates a generator to test specific pps in programs. The resulting generators are based on SMT solvers,
which are well known to affect diversity negatively [11], i.e., they tend to generate inputs which are very similar to
each other and are not uniformly spread in the space of possible inputs. Therefore, our main goal is to add diversity to
our white box version of the focused random testing process, by making it create, for any program (P ) and program
point (pp ∈ P ), a diverse test suite passing through pp.
Creating a test input generator for a program is a complex process, and it normally requires human intervention
[19]. However, based on a representation of the program path conditions (or a bounded subset of them) in conjunctive
normal form (CNF), we can leverage SAT or SMT solvers for the meta-generation task [11, 28]. This methodology
transforms the program paths into a CNF formula f . In our case, we focus this formula on the program point we aim to
traverse, considering only those paths, and the associated path expressions, that reach pp (for details about the formula
extraction process, see Section 4.1). We denote this formula as fpp .
Given the space of inputs X, let us consider the sub-space of inputs that traverse pp, denoted as Xpp . An input x ∈ X
belongs to Xpp if fpp (x) = True , i.e., x is a witness for fpp . The formula gives us the ability to test whether an input
passes through pp and solving it gives us the ability to generate inputs passing through pp. In addition to this, we want
our generator to produce a diverse set of inputs that satisfy fpp .
Although diversity is a well-known concept in the literature, it does not have a precise definition (Section 9). Following
the work of Chakraborty et al. [11], we define diversity using entropy, considering a diverse set as a high-entropic
one. We define a generator G as an algorithm that creates inputs for a program P . We define a focused generator Gpp
as a generator whose generated inputs traverse a specific program point pp. Considering the generator as a random
variable whose values are inputs traversing pp, we want to maximise the entropy of its probability distribution to
make it diverse. According to Theorem 2.6.4 [16], the entropy of a random variable is maximum when its probability
distribution is uniform. Therefore, the goal of creating a diverse focused generator is equivalent to creating a uniform
1
The tool is publicly available in https://github.com/hdg7/DFT
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Fig. 1. DFT extracts the program constraints to reach program point pp . These are represented as a program’s formula. It afterwards
parametrises the formula. Once parameters are included into the formula, it creates a generator for finding suitable values for these
parameters, with a twofold goal: (1) satisfying the original path constraints; (2) sampling diverse inputs uniformly.
focused generator. A uniform focused generator gives the same generation probability to every input in Xpp , i.e.,
p(Gpp (fpp ) = x) = 1/|Xpp |, ∀x ∈ Xpp .
3 DIVERSIFYING FOCUSED TESTING
Our focused diversification process aims to create a parametrised focused generator by automatically including
parameters in its program constraints [19]. Then, these parameters are optimised to achieve diversity.
Figure 1 shows the general overview of this process. DFT starts with a program P and a program point pp it aims to
traverse. The goal is to select the inputs traversing pp uniformly at random from all the possible inputs. The generation
process starts with the extraction of the formula fpp from the program. Then, it parametrises the formula and, finally,
it optimises the parameter values so as to obtain a diverse set of witnesses via SMT solving. DFT follows a similar
strategy to GödelTest [19]. GödelTest is divided into two steps: the programmer creates a parametrised generator for
the program manually and, then the system applies search to find values for parameter values that follow a fitness
function. It assumes that the programmer creates a non-deterministic generator. The non-determinism is controlled by
some parameters affecting values or paths explored during the execution of the generator. DFT creates the parametrised
generator automatically in three steps (Section 4.1): 1) it extracts the program constraints for the paths reaching pp, 2)
it selects the comparison operators on these constraints and adds parameters to them and 3) it creates a final formula
with the parametrised constraints. Once, the parametrised generator is available, DFT applies search to find suitable
parameters that allow the selection of pp-traversing inputs uniformly at random (Section 4.2).
We distinguish between the parameters affecting the execution flow and the ones exploring the input space. We call
them path selection parameters and partition exploration parameters, respectively. Our approach creates the parametrised
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Original Program
1 # in c l ude < s t d i o . h>
2 i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗ argv [ ] )
3 {
4 i n t x , y , c ;
5 s c an f ( "%d %d " ,&x ,&y ) ;
6 c=x ∗ y ;
7 i f ( c >5 | | ( x<5 && c == 3 ) ) c=y ; / / pp
8 e l s e c=x ;
9 r e t u r n 0 ;
10 }
Program Constraints for pp
fpp (x ,y) =

f Vpp (x ,y) = ∧

дuard1 = x · y > 5
дuard2 = x < 5
дuard3 = x · y = 3
f πpp (x ,y) = ∨
{
π1 : дuard1
π2 : дuard2 ∧ дuard3
Final formula with parameters
f ∗pp (x ,y) =

f Vpp (x ,y) = ∧

дuard1 = x · y > 5
дuard2 = x < 5
дuard3 = x · y = 3
e1 = y = e
1
val
e2 = x · y = e
2
val
e3 = x = e
3
val
f πpp (x ,y) = 1
{
дuard1 [p(π1)]



















Fig. 2. Example of a program, the formula fpp related to the program point pp , and the manipulated formula including parameters
f ∗pp .
generator automatically, by adding these two kinds of parameters to fpp , hence transforming the deterministic formula
into a parametrised, non-deterministic input generator.
3.1 Creating an Automatic Generator
While a solver can understand the fpp formula and is able to generate inputs for it, as Chakraborty et al. noted [11], the
solver’s heuristics do not generate diverse/uniformly distributed witnesses. To achieve this goal, we transform fpp into
a parametrised generator automatically.
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pp , where f
π
pp are the path selection expressions and
f Vpp are the expressions that describe the constraints on the program variables collected on each path (Figure 2). For
example, in Figure 2 we have x and y as inputs and pp can be reached under two alternative path conditions: x ·y > 5 or
x < 5 ∧ x · y = 3. The path selection expressions f πpp can be obtained by combining the expressions for the individual




i πi , where πi is the path condition of a path passing
through pp. This allows different executions to follow the same path, under different inputs. To decide which path is
chosen, we add a probability to each path πi , satisfying
∑
i p(πi ) = 1. Each p(πi ) defines a path selection parameter. In
the example above, we have two path selection parameters: p(дuard1) and p(дuard2 ∧ дuard3).
The variant expression f Vpp contains the (possibly unsatisfiable) conjunction of all path condition guards. From the
variant expressions f Vpp , we extract those expressions that have an inequality involving an input and a constant value,
x ·y > 5, for example. Then, we replace the constant with a parametrised value, and create an expression e replacing the
initial inequality, getting x ·y == eval . We perform the same operation with the individual inputs, e.g. y == eval . Some
(a subset) of these expressions are set as constraints: given a fixed path to be traversed, these parametrised expressions
force the solver to explore different areas of the input space.
The total degrees of freedom (DoF) determines the maximum number of parametrised expressions (e) to be chosen.
DoF is another parameter to be optimised by the algorithm to ensure satisfiability: adding more expressions than DoF
may produce an unsatisfiable constraint. An expression e has an associated probability p(e), which is its selection
probability. Once an expression e is selected, its value eval is uniformly selected in the range [emin, emax]. The tuple
(p(e), emin, emax) is called a partition exploration parameter tuple. The effect of introducing expression e is a reduction
in the degrees of freedom of the whole equation system, forcing the solver to return a smaller set of valid witnesses. By
properly selecting the parameters of e , the solver can spread the exploration of valid inputs (witnesses) during the test
generation process.
The final generator is a variation of the original formula, denoted as f ∗pp , including the following parameters:
(1) Degrees of Freedom (DoF): up to the number of input variables. This defines how many inequalities can be
fixed before they are submitted to the solver.
(2) Path Selection Parameters: a set of probabilities p(πi ) indicating which path is more/less likely to be chosen.
(3) Expression Variation Parameters: a tuple formed of three values (p(e), emin , emax ).
In Figure 2, f ∗pp includes three new expressions, e1, e2 and e3, added to f
V
pp . They control the inputs and the inequalities
associated with the guards. The values eval of these expressions are set uniformly at random before they are included.
As the program has two input variables, there is a maximum of 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the parameter DoF will
be between 1 and 2 (total number of input variables). DoF determines how many new constraints are activated from the
expression set (Exps = {e1, e2, e3}). The probability of activating each of these expressions is p(ei ). Finally, only one
path will be activated from f πpp (x ,y), i.e. either π1 or π2 (1 indicates Kronecker’s delta in Figure 2). The probability of




The previous step creates a parametrised generator from a formula. The next step of our approach aims to find proper
parameters whose associated constraints keep f ∗pp satisfiable, while the generated inputs are diverse, i.e. follow a
uniform distribution (Section 2). The first condition (satisfiability) requires keeping control on the generator error.
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Algorithm 1 L2-test for uniformity
Require: A sample x̄ of p with, at least,m elements; a domain [n] and an epsilon ϵ
Ensure: “Pass”, i.e., | |p −U[n] | |22 < ϵ




1: Define σi j as a Kronecker delta of x̄ , i.e., 1 when samples i and j are equal and 0 otherwise.
2: Let s =
∑
i<j σi j






4: if s ≥ t return “Fail”; else return “Pass”
As we add new constraints to f ∗pp , the generator might return an error (UNSAT) at some point. It is important to
reduce/eliminate this error.
For the second condition (diverse inputs), we need a way to quantify how close Gpp is to generating samples from
a uniform distribution (Section 2). The literature around uniformity reports different statistical tests measuring this
closeness [36]. These tests are divided into several different categories, such as: order statistics, spacing, order spacing
and collisions. Some of them are not applicable to discrete distributions [36], and others can not deal with gaps in
the domain [42], which is common for constrained domains. For instance, many uniformity tests will not accept a
sample {1, 4, 16} as uniform, because the test assumes that the domain is the continuous range [1 − 16]. During the
sampling process, the probability of individual values 2, 3, etc. would be 0, while in a discrete domain we expect a
uniform probability of 1/n, where n is the domain size. Only tests based on collisions can effectively deal with both
gaps and discrete distributions [27]. Some of the collision-based tests, such as the L2-test [27], also provide information
about the distance between the uniform distribution and the sampled distribution. As our aim is to measure, in practice,
whether the produced input set is acceptably close to a uniform distribution, we use the L2-test in our approach.
The test starts with a distribution p that is compared with a uniform distributionU[n] over the domain [n]. The test
checks whether the distribution p is ϵ-far from uniformity, i.e. it uses the Euclidean distance (or L2-norm) to determine
whether ∥p − U[n]∥
2
2
< ϵ2/(2n) or ∥p − U[n]∥
2
2
≥ ϵ2/n. In the former case, the distribution passes the test while, in
the latter, it fails. Lemma 5 in the study of Diakonikolas et al. [18] bounds the number of samples tom ≤ 6n1/2/ϵ2.
Considering this assumption, the test can be computed following Algorithm 1, with an error probability of 1/4 (see
[18], Lemma 5). The test, initially, counts the internal sample collisions (lines 1 and 2). It sets a threshold (line 3) and
considers that the test passes when the number of collisions is lower than the threshold (line 4). We use the rate between
the threshold and the collisions to guide the search, aiming to reduce the number of collisions to under the threshold.
The two considered restrictions (satisfiability and uniformity) give us a direct way to measure the quality of the
parametrisations of the generator. We use them as fitness functions, when applying different search strategies to
tune the parameters. Given a parametrisation, the generator’s solver produces a test suite (i.e., a set of solutions) sol










whereTotSat measures the number of satisfiable calls to the solver,TotalCalls the total number of calls, t is the threshold
of the L2-Test and s is the number of collisions (Algorithm 1). We normalise the ratio t/s between 0 and 1 and take
the complement, such that 1 indicates maximum fitness or minimum collisions. Any multi (bi-) objective search-based
metaheuristic algorithm can be used with these two fitness measures to optimise the generator’s parameters. In Section
4.2, we define two such search strategies and benchmark them against random search (Section 7).
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4 DFT: THE DIVERSIFIED FOCUSED TESTER
We have implemented our approach for diversifying focused random testing (Section 3) as a tool for C programs, named
Diversified Focused Testing (DFT). Its current version can be applied to numerical programs without pointer inputs. The
following subsections describe the details of the formula extraction process and the search algorithm implementation.
4.1 Formula Extraction Process
Our analysis starts with the identification of possible input variables in the program. Potential inputs are global variables,
external variables or read instructions, such as scanf. We create a new function header and include all of these input
channels in it, so that they can be considered the actual inputs to the program. The main function is a special case. If it
does not use any program argument, it is discarded from the instrumented header, and a new header is constructed. In
the example in Figure 2, we remove the arguments of main, as they are not used anywhere inside the function, and add
variables a and b to the instrumented header, as they are a part of a scanf expression.
We extract the formula fpp using CBMC [34]. This restricts the programs that are currently handled by DFT to the
ones written in C. Other engines such as Java PathFinder [30] or Kudzu [49] may be used to extend the applicability of
DFT to more programming languages.
Given the program P , and a program point pp ∈ P , we automatically instrument the program to generate an invalid
assert condition immediately before pp. This process was initially introduced by Angeletti et al. [7], who used it to
generate tests suites with CBMC. Following the example of Figure 2, our method adds an assert(0) statement at line 7,
after the expression c=y, still inside the if then-block. When the block contains only one statement, our instrumentation
transforms it from a simple statement to a compound block. Once CBMC triggers the verification error, it provides the
verification conditions for the specific program point, distinguishing every possible path traversing that point. CBMC
creates these verification conditions using symbolic execution. We set the output of CBMC to be in SMT-LIB version 2
format [8], so that we are able to apply an SMT solver using bit-vector arithmetic to handle such output. The SMT
solver we use is Z3 [17].
Initially, CBMC prepares the program for its symbolic execution process, translating expressions into single static
assignment and unwinding the loops up to a specific level. The unwinding might reduce the number of constraints
related to the loops. This can create an over-approximation of the input set, i.e., some inputs might not reach the program
point. The symbolic execution process leverages ϕ-functions to propagate values at join points after branches and it also
performs expression simplification based on constant propagation [34]. Additional simplification removes infeasible
branches and expressions that are not related to the verification point. At the end of this process, the verification
conditions are a set of equations describing the program, formatted as guard statements. Each guard statement is
defined as a control flow instruction depending on expressions defined over the input values. To control the flow of the
program, statements are combined into logical expressions that are concatenated with variable definitions.
4.2 Search Process
The search process aims to optimise the parametrisation according to the parameter restrictions detailed in Section 3.2
and to the fitness functions described in Equation 1. First, we create an initial population of individuals that are potential
solutions to the parametrisation. Each individual is represented as a vector of real numbers with the values between 0
and 1. Figure 3 shows the individual’s encoding. The first value in this vector (denoted as % DoF) decides on the degrees
of freedom or number of expressions from the expression variation parameters to be added to the solver as constraints.
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% DoF Path Select Par Explor
Path Select
= p(π1) . . . p(πN )
Exp Var
= e1 . . . eM
p(e) emin emax
Chromosome
Fig. 3. Chromosome represented as a vector of real numbers, divided into three sections: percentage of degrees of freedom, path
selection parameters, and partition exploration parameters. The degrees of freedom vary between 0 (none) to 1 (max). Path selection
parameters give the probability for each of the N possible paths, πi , to be chosen. The expression variation parameters (Partition
Exploration) are divided into: expression probability ep , and minimum and maximum values for the parameter (emin and emax).
This value is computed as the product of (DoF) and the number of inputs. The path selection parameters (Path Select)
are a set of normalised probabilities for each path. The expression variation parameters (Exp Var) correspond to the
new expressions created to control the uniformity of the generator. Each Exp Var is a tuple (p(e),emin,emax), described
in Section 3.1. Once the degrees of freedom are set, the variation expressions are chosen according to their normalized
probability p(e). Then, the eval value is selected uniformly at random from the range of emin and emax.
We investigate three different search strategies to find solutions to the bi-objective parametrisation problem: random
parametrisation, greedy search, and multi-objective evolutionary optimisation.
Random parametrisation chooses the parameters uniformly at random and runs the generator. The other two
strategies are multi-objective, i.e., they use the two objectives described in Section 3.2 to produce the optimal Pareto
front. A Pareto front is the (ideal) output of multi-objective optimisation and it can be defined as a set of non-dominated
solutions. A solution x is considered dominated by another solution x∗ if, and only if, x∗ is equally good or better than
x with respect to all objectives.
Greedy search is performed in iterations. At each iteration, the algorithm randomly creates a set of solutions, and
keeps an archive of solutions that are non-dominated. This archive gets combined with new solutions forming a new
archive of non-dominated solutions. Once the maximum number of iterations is reached, the algorithm stops and the
final archive becomes the output.
The multi-objective evolutionary optimisation employed uses Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2)
[61]. The algorithm starts by creating a population of individuals, uniformly at random, and an empty archive of
fixed size. At each generation, the non-dominated solutions of the previous generation’s population and archive are
included into the archive of the current generation. If the number of individuals in the new archive is bigger than the
predefined archive size, the archive gets truncated. Otherwise, the remaining space is filled with dominated solutions.
The algorithm uses tournament selection with replacement to create a mating pool. Then, it applies two-point crossover
and mutation on the chosen chromosomes to create a new population. The mutation simply selects an allele from the
chromosome, according to the mutation probability, and reassigns its value to a value selected uniformly at random
from within its range. The process terminates when the maximum number of generations is reached and the Pareto
front, composed of the non-dominated solutions of the archive, are provided as output.
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For each individual produced by the above approaches, we compute its fitness values using Equation 1, by creating a
test suite based on the parameters described by the individual and the generator. We set a total number of inputs that
the generator can create and keep track of the number of satisfiable constraints produced during the generation process.
This sets the parameters TotSat and TotCalls . Then, we calculate the collisions on the test suite to compute s and we
set the threshold t based on the test suite size (see Algorithm 2). During the fitness computation, to guarantee that we
do not force fictitious uniformity, we allow the generator to produce repetitions. We calculate the second objective
using t and s , eventually minimising collisions (Section 3.2). Although there can be several solutions on the Pareto
front, our primary objective when selecting the final ones is diversity, which is used as the final test suite selection
criterion at the end of the generation process.
In our experiments (see Section 6), we set the population and archive size to 300, the tournament size to 7, and
the number of generations to 50. The crossover rate and mutation rate are set to 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. Grid search
and random parametrisation are configured to generate the same number of solutions as SPEA2, to allow for fair
comparisons. These parameters were chosen, using grid selection, as those providing a good trade off between time,
exploration and exploitation.
5 RESEARCH GOALS
DFT generates a set of program inputs that satisfy two properties: uniformity of the input distribution and reachability
of the target program point. To evaluate the usefulness of DFT, we consider three key issues: does DFT fulfill its promise
of uniformity and reachability? How useful is this focused diversity driven approach in fault detection? How efficient is
the test suite generation algorithm? These issues can be elaborated into the following research questions:
RQ1: What proportion of the inputs generated by DFT reach the target program point and what is their degree of
diversity? To measure diversity, we rely on the studies showing that a diverse set of inputs must maximise entropy [52].
According to Cover and Thomas [16] (Theorem 2.6.4), if p is a probability distribution and H (p) is its entropy, H (p) is
maximum if and only if p is uniform. Therefore, a totally diverse test suite will follow a uniform distribution. Hence, we
measure the distance between our test suite’s distribution and a uniform distribution using the L2-test.
To measure reachability, we instrument every program point at the beginning of a branch and apply DFT to generate
inputs passing through these points. As we want to measure different configurations of DFT parameters, we compare
different parametrisation strategies with two baselines: a random input generator and the application of a basic solver
directly using the constraints created by CBMC, with no search-based parameter tuning.
RQ2: What is the quality improvement of the test suites generated by DFT with respect to the state-of-the-art, in terms of
mutation killing capability and fault detection? What is the time required to produce them?
Mutation testing introduces small syntactic alterations to the program (i.e., mutants) and measures the ability of a test
suite to detect the errors caused by these alterations, i.e. the ability to kill the mutants. Along with the mutations, in our
experiments we use also hand-seeded faults and real bugs that have been detected during the development process. We
aim to evaluate the ability of DFT, under different configurations, to detect all these types of faults, in comparison with
three baselines, namely, a pseudo-random generator, symbolic execution and search-based testing. This comparison
not only measures the effectiveness of the focused strategy but also analyses to what extent its combination with
diversification affects it in terms of mutation score and fault detection.
RQ3: Which search process is most successful in reducing the unsatisfiability effect potentially produced through the
introduction of parametrised constraints? and what is the residual unsatisfiability rate?
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The process of adding constraints to an existing constraint might produce an unsatisfiability scenario. This problem,
well known in universal hashing approaches [11], can be regarded as the error rate of the algorithm. It might impact
the effectiveness of the generator negatively, as the solver may return an error at a higher frequency when the
parametrisation is in place. To evaluate whether any search strategy alleviates this problem, we compare different
parametrisation strategies when using DFT.
RQ4: Is the quality of the Pareto front solutions higher when we use an evolutionary optimisation algorithm (SPEA2)
than when we use a greedy search approach?
The optimisation process aims to reduce the error of the algorithm while maintaining uniform inputs. However, the
computational effort of the multi-objective process might not attain significant improvements in the search objectives
over a simple, greedy search. To measure such improvements we use the Hypervolume (HV) indicator [22]. HVmeasures
the area defined by the Pareto front using a specific point as a reference. In our case, since the two goals are between 0
and 1, where 1 represents the best result, we aim to maximise the HV whose reference point is the origin (0, 0), so the
maximum possible volume will be 1. We chose this indicator as it is a complete indicator of diversity, coverage and
spread of solutions in the Pareto front [35] and it is commonly used to assess multi-objective algorithms in software
engineering [47, 48].
6 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
To evaluate our proposed approach, DFT, we used 105 software subjects (for which both the buggy and fixed versions
are available) selected from three open-source software repositories. Then, to identify the program points on which we
should focus the test generation process, we applied a tree edit distance algorithm to buggy and fixed versions of each
program. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the generator, so as to answer the research questions discussed in
Section 5. The following subsections provide the details about the design of our experiments.
6.1 Dataset
The subject programs for our experiments were drawn from different sources: a repository of real bugs that we have
derived from the R-project, the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [45], and Codeflaws (CF) [56].
From the R-project, we extracted reported bugs that are related to C functions used for mathematical computation by
manually reviewing the subversion logs submitted between 2012 and 2017. During this analysis, we found eight bugs
related to statistical functions using floating point arithmetic on probability distributions, all of which are reported in
the R-Bugzilla repository
2
. Among these bugs, we had to discard 4 bugs as they present incompatibility issues with
CBMC. We collected the function version before and after each fix, including all the dependencies required to compile
it. On average, there are 25 dependent source files for each function, 14 of which are headers. The considered functions
have an average size of 1,545 LoC and an average number of 25 branches. The specific bugs we dealt with are # 16972,
16521, 15620 and 15075, all available on the R-Bugzilla repository.
From the SIR repository, we used the tcas program, a program used to avoid collisions in aircraft systems. This
repository contains another 14 C programs, but all of them deal with strings. Unfortunately, the current implementation
of our tool is not able to deal with string types (see Section 8). The tcas program has 135 LoC and 41 seeded errors.
This program has 40 branch statements.
2
https://bugs.r-project.org
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The CF repository includes 7,436 C programs in total, each of which has on average 50 LoC (for a total of 35,654
LoC). Among these, 3,902 programs have both a buggy and a fixed version, which was obtained from a programming
competition called Codeforces
3
. Thus, we selected 100 pairs of buggy/fixed programs for our experiment, uniformly at
random, under the constraint that they were numerical programs, discarding programs with pointers as inputs. These
programs have an average of 10 branch statements.





In our experiments the target program point is the one containing the fault (in the case of errors) or the mutation
(in the case of mutants). If the fix of this fault includes adding new lines of code or deleting the existing ones, the
identification of the target program point becomes a non trivial task. To address this, we perform a tree alignment of the
faulty program and its fixed version. The alignment process transforms the programs into their abstract syntax trees
and calculates the tree edit distance between them, using Zhang and Shasha’s algorithm [60], similarly to Chawathe
et al. [13]. This algorithm provides the shortest sequence of edit commands that converts one tree into the other, at
the node granularity. Each node is labeled with the corresponding edit operation, which can be transform, insert,
delete or keep. Using this information, we set the program point in the fixed version, after the modified node. In the
presence of multiple modified lines we consider all of them as target program points, selecting the beginning of each
area as the program point of interest. This ensures that all modified code is targeted by DFT.
1 i n t func ( i n t x ) {
2 x−−; / /
Keep
3 x +=2 ; / / Del
4 / / pp
5 i f ( x >10 ) / /
Keep
6 x=x / 2 ; } / /
Keep
1 i n t func ( i n t x ) {
2 x−−; / /
Keep
3
4 / / pp
5 i f ( x >10 ) / /
Keep
6 x=x / 2 ; } / /
Keep
Fig. 4. Example of alignment.
Figure 4 shows an example of identification of the target program point where the fix of the fault requires deleting a
line of code. The tree edit distance algorithm labels the node at Line 5 with a delete operation. Using this information,
we set the program point, automatically, after the deleted node. If the modified node is the exit statement of a function
(for example, a return statement), we set the target program point just before this node. An execution of such a program
point guarantees the execution of the exit statement. When the modification is in a conditional statement, we create
two program points, one inside the true branch and the other inside the false branch, as we want inputs activating both
paths.
6.3 Evaluation Procedure
The evaluation was performed in three parts, and each of them focused on a different research question. The first part
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process and the L2-test [18]. For this evaluation, we created as many tests as the L2-test requires to measure the distance
from a uniform distribution, allowing repetition.
The second part compares the ability of DFT to detect mutants and real faults with respect to the other baseline
techniques (Research Question 2), while the last part measures the efficiency of the search process in terms of errors
incurred by the solver and optimisation performance (Research Questions 3 and 4). For these two parts of the evaluation
(second and third part), we first applied the alignment algorithm to identify the portion of code that changes between
the faulty (or mutated program) and the fixed one. Then, we used DFT to create a test suite of 500 tests for each program
under test. We compare the inputs produced by our tool with those generated by CBMC, CAVM [33] (a search-based
test generator for C) and a random generator. CBMC generates inputs by sampling an SMT solver with the generated
constraints that are focused on the program point. This guarantees a fair comparison with the focused search of DFT.
In the case of CBMC, once an input is included, we add the negation of this input to the set of constraints, to be able
to generate a different one. CAVM applies a whole test suite generation process that aims to generate an input per
program branch, maximising branch coverage.
We also included an extra experiment, related to Research Question 2, in which we provided the same time budget
(20 minutes) for every technique and directly compared each implementation’s performance and effectiveness given
that time budget, rather than comparing the methodologies per se. This experiment aims to show how the tools work in
practice although improvements in any tool’s implementation could alter the comparison results. For this reason, in
this research question we present the results for both a fixed size and a fixed time budget.
Every experiment was repeated 30 times per program to account for the non determinism of the algorithms involved.
We used aggregate measures such as median, mean and standard deviation (SD) to summarise the resulting distributions.
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We started our experiments by measuring uniformity and reachability of DFT using different configurations, and
then comparing it with the baselines: a (pseudo-)random generator, CAVM
5
and a symbolic executor (using CBMC’s
constraints). We then measured the ratio of faults detected and the mutation score. Finally, we compared the efficiency
of the algorithms in terms of error rate and optimisation quality.
7.1 Uniformity and Reachability
For the first experiment, we chose a program point at the beginning of each branch in every program of our corpus. For
CodeFlaws and SIR we used the complete program, for the R-functions we used each specific function.
We measured the uniformity of the approach by using the L2-test in order to calculate how close DFT is to producing
a uniform distribution. The L2-test includes a notion of distance, defined in terms of the epsilon parameter of the test.
The value of epsilon affects the sample size (Section 4.2). For our experiments, we checked three epsilon distances: 0.1,
0.05, 0.01. These distances are smaller than the traditional distances from the state-of-the-art experiments, where it
is normally around 0.25 [18], hence setting a stricter criterion for the L2-test. Based on the domains, we bound the
generation of samples for the experiments to 6,000, 12,000 and 24,000, respectively, allowing repetition during the
sampling process.
5
During the experiments, CAVM went out-of-memory on 52% of CF programs (results with * in the tables are restricted to the programs where it worked).
Restricting DFT to those programs where CAVM works shows almost the same results as the general ones. CAVM has type compatibility limitations,
which prevents it from generating inputs for some R-functions. It fails with abstract numeric labels such as infinite or NaN.
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Epsilon 0.1 0.05 0.01
Inputs upper-bound 6,000 12,000 24,000
R CAVM - - -
R SymEx ▼0.00% ▼0.00% ▼0.00%
R DFT/Random ▼83.5% ▼83.5% ▼70.5%
R DFT/Greedy 87.5% 87.5% 87.5%
R DFT/SPEA2 90.0% 87.5% 87.5%
SIR CAVM ▼0.00% ▼0.00% ▼0.00%
SIR SymEx ▼0.00% ▼0.00% ▼0.00%
SIR DFT/Random 100.0% 100.0% ▼92.5%
SIR DFT/Greedy 100.0% 100.0% ▼95.0%
SIR DFT/SPEA2 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CF CAVM(*) ▼0.00% ▼0.00% ▼0.00%
CF SymEx ▼0.00% ▼0.00% ▼0.00%
CF DFT/Random ▼81.2% ▼75.3% ▼42.5%
CF DFT/Greedy 85.3% 85.0% 61.2%
CF DFT/SPEA2 86.9% 87.2% 63.1%
Table 1. L2-test/diversity of the different approaches: percentage of test generation runs that pass the test. The ▼ symbol highlights
the results which are significantly worse than DFT/SPEA2. Bold highlights the best results.
Table 1 shows the results of the L2-test for the three different values of epsilon on the three repositories. Percentages
show the proportion of test suites generated for each program point that have passed the L2-test. The random generator
of inputs passes the test in all cases, as it samples directly from the uniform distribution. Hence, it is not shown in
Table 1 (its value being always 100%, by construction). On the other hand, CAVM and the symbolic execution generator
(which uses directly the constraints of CBMC), always fail the L2-test. DFT can produce good diversification in terms of
uniformity even with random parameters. However, its generation productivity significantly improves when greedy
search or SPEA2 parametrisation strategies are applied.
We checked whether there is a statistically significant difference between these distributions by using the Wilcoxon
test [31], a non-parametric test that compares probability distributions. We use the SPEA2 search as our baseline for
the test and compare it with the other techniques. When the p-value is smaller than 0.05, we consider that there is a
significant difference. The results are denoted in Table 1, where the presence of the arrow points out the cases when the
difference is statistically significant. The color/direction of the arrow indicates when results are significantly worse
(red downward arrow). As we can see, DFT achieves significant improvements in almost every repository w.r.t. the
search-based and symbolic execution approaches. We have noticed that the generated test suites tend not to pass the
L2-test in small domains, e.g., when the domain is limited to tens of possible inputs. However, in those cases we may
get all possible inputs exhaustively.
To measure reachability, we read the traces produced by the instrumentation and verified that the flag of the program
point is active for the given test case. For each test suite, we calculated the percentage of tests that reach their target
program points and show their descriptive statistics in the first three columns of Table 2 (median, mean and standard
deviation). The table shows that the pseudo-random generator and CAVM have the worst reachability results (lower
than 50% and 70% in median, respectively). We can notice that symbolic execution is also not able to reach all target
program points. Our analysis of the traces indicates that this is a consequence of the unwinding process. In fact, loops
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Method Reachability Unsat HV
Median Mean SD
R Random ▼18.9% 18.5% ± 9.1 - -
R CAVM - - - - -
R SymEx ▼80.8% 69.0% ± 38.3 - -
R DFT/Random 88.5% 88.0% ± 10.3 ▼54.8% -
R DFT/Greedy 98.1% 90.7% ± 16.1 ▼25.7% ▼0.63
R DFT/SPEA2 93.8% 90.6% ± 12.0 1.8% 0.85
SIR Random ▼00.0% 14.3% ± 36.3 - -
SIR CAVM ▼58.4 % 57.3% ± 32.2 - -
SIR SymEx 98.7% 78.3% ± 33.5 - -
SIR DFT/Random 90.0% 81.8% ± 27.4 ▼88.9% -
SIR DFT/Greedy 96.6% 82.7% ± 31.3 ▼9.6% 1.00
SIR DFT/SPEA2 93.0% 81.2% ± 24.6 3.1% 1.00
CF Random ▼49.8% 54.2% ± 35.0 - -
CF CAVM(*) ▼65.6% 58.4% ± 37.1 - -
CF SymEx 100% 73.3% ± 43.6 - -
CF DFT/Random 100% 99.8% ± 2.3 ▼75.8% -
CF DFT/Greedy 100% 99.9% ± 1.6 ▼6.9% ▼0.64
CF DFT/SPEA2 100% 99.9% ± 1.6 2.3% 1.00
Table 2. Reachability, percentage of unsatisfiable calls (only for DFT variants) and HV (only for DFT with search guidance). The ▼
highlights the results which are significantly worse than DFT/SPEA2. Bold highlights the best results.
Method R Mut Sc R Faults SIR Mut Sc SIR Faults CF Mut Sc CF Faults Time (R / SIR / CF) Memory (R / SIR / CF)
Random ▼55.17% ▼00.00% ▼00.00% ▼07.14% ▼72.86% ▼74.07% 29 s / 31 s / 35 s 42 M / 38 M / 32 M
CAVM - - ▼07.03% ▼15.33% ▼78.22% ▼77.72 % - / 6 m / 28 m - / 130 M / 128 G
SymEx ▼43.99% ▼25.00% ▼40.91% ▼35.71% ▼76.88% 81.48% 16 m / 2 m / 31 m 97 M / 61 M / 56 M
DFT/Random 67.10% 50.00% 69.70% 46.43% 79.36% 81.48% 17 m / 3 m / 33 m 112 M / 83 M / 67 M
DFT/Greedy ▼56.35% 50.00% ▼59.09% 46.43% 80.59% 83.33% 35 m / 7 m / 68 m 121 M / 97 M / 80 M
DFT/SPEA2 66.03% 50.00% 69.70% 46.43% 80.90% 83.33% 33 m / 6 m / 63 m 122 M / 99 M / 81 M
Table 3. Mutation score and faults detected for the three repositories: Codeflaws, SIR and the R-functions. The ▼ symbol highlights
the results which are significantly worse than DFT/SPEA2. Bold highlights the best results.
preceding the program points of interest might change the behaviour of the program depending on the unwinding
or might produce a timeout as they do not terminate in some cases. As the solutions of the solver tend to be close to
each other, this effect has large impact when it is not mitigated by the search guidance. The diversity-based techniques
implemented in DFT show better results, especially on CodeFlaws and on the R-functions. For all DFT approaches,
reachability is always higher than 80%.
RQ1: DFT produces suites close to uniformly distributed and it reaches the target program point 90% of the time on
average, improving the results for the baselines.
7.2 Mutation Score and Faults Detected
To measure the effectiveness of DFT, we evaluate it in terms of mutation score and number of faults detected, and
compare it with the baseline techniques. We created up to 100 mutants per program (or function, for the R-functions),
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Method R Mut Sc R Faults SIR Mut Sc SIR Faults CF Mut Sc CF Faults
Random ▼60.22% ▼00.00% ▼00.00% ▼09.56% ▼74.01% ▼75.12%
CAVM - - ▼12.22% ▼16.07% ▼75.11% ▼72.03 %
SymEx ▼45.20% ▼25.00% ▼45.73% ▼42.40% ▼68.21% ▼75.33%
DFT/Random ▲68.55% 50.00% 75.23% 55.20% 77.19% 79.83%
DFT/Greedy ▼55.11% 50.00% 75.23% 55.20% 76.95% 79.68%
DFT/SPEA2 65.45% 50.00% 75.23% 55.20% 77.25% 80.22%
Table 4. Mutation score and faults detected for the three repositories, Codeflaws, SIR and the R-functions, in a fixed time budget (20
minutes). The ▼ symbol highlights the results that are significantly worse than DFT/SPEA2, while the ▲ symbol highlights the results
that are significantly better. Bold highlights the best results.
using Milu [32]. For each of the mutants, we ran the same test suite on the mutant and on the original program to check
whether they produce different outputs. When the testing outputs are different, we consider that the test suite strongly
kills the mutants. The mutation score is the percentage of mutants killed. In this experiment, we used the alignment
algorithm described in Section 6.2 to create a test suite passing through the program point where the mutation is
located. For every program point we created a test suite, with a size of 500 tests, per technique. We follow a similar
approach to detect the real faults, using the buggy version as we used the mutation.
Table 3 shows the median mutation score and percentage of faults detected for each technique and repository. We
compare the pseudo-random generator, symbolic execution, CAVM, and the three configurations of DFT. For every
repository, DFT performs significantly better (using again the Wilcoxon test, and considering a p-value threshold of
0.05) than the baselines in detecting faults and killing mutants. The improvement is strongly representative with respect
to random testing and CAVM in the SIR and R-functions repositories, where the random baseline is not able to detect a
single mutant in the former or a single bug in the latter, and CAVM fails due to compatibility issues. Although there are
not statistically significant differences between the alternative strategies of DFT, the SPEA2 search shows better results
in general. Considering the latter technique, our improvements are 3% for CF, 70% for SIR and 20% for the R-functions
with respect to the best baseline on the mutation score. On real fault detection, improvements are 2% for CF, 30% for
SIR and 100% for the R-functions.
We also evaluated how these results change depending on the size of the test suite. Figure 5 shows that on CodeFlaws
data there is a large difference between the asymptotic behaviour of the DFT-based strategies and the asymptotic
behaviour of symbolic execution and random approach. The figure shows the median mutation score computed over 30
executions of each test suite with suite sizes ranging from 10 to 250. Starting from size 10, we can notice a significant
gap between DFT and random/symbolic execution, while the gap with CAVM is smaller. This gap remains consistently
stable across the whole size range.
The execution time of DFT is similar between Greedy and SPEA2 searches. Both take approximately twice the time
of DFT/Random. The memory consumption is similar across the DFT variants (slightly better for DFT/Random). CAVM
exceeded the memory limits in several occasions, resulting in out-of-memory errors.
Due to the fact that the execution time is quite different across the compared approaches, we designed an experiment
where each of them has been allocated the same budget (20 minutes) to generate inputs. In the case of Greedy and
SPEA2 versions of DFT these 20 minutes were divided into 30% for search and 70% for generation. Table 4 shows the
obtained results. During these experiments, Random generates around 300,000 inputs while the other tools generate a
similar amount of inputs to each other, usually in the range from 200 to 500, depending on the program. We can see
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Fig. 5. Mutation score vs. test suite size for the random baseline (Random), symbolic execution (SymEx), CAVM and DFT using
random parameters (DFT/Random), greedy search (DFT/Greedy), and SPEA2 (DFT/SPEA2).
that the asymptotic behaviour of the different generators shown in Figure 5 reaches a plateau and remains stable as the
test suite size grows. These results confirm that DFT outperforms the rest of the tools, achieving better results even on
the SIR repository.
RQ2: DFT performs better than the baseline approaches, reaching between 3% and 70% improvement in mutation
score and up to 100% improvement in detecting real faults. Execution time and memory consumption are acceptable
(order of 30 m, 100 M, respectively).
7.3 Unsatisfiability of the Amended Constraints
DFT requires adding new constraints to those extracted from CBMC. The main problem with these amended constraints
is the potential loss of satisfiability [11]. We measured our error rate using the first experiment’s data, counting, for
each program point, program and repository, the median number of times the solver returns an error. Table 2 shows
these results under Column Unsat. We can see that both random parametrisation and greedy search are significantly
worse than SPEA2 on every repository. This means that the effort by SPEA2 to obtain the same number of solutions is
lower, since it incurs a substantially lower number of constraint solving errors. So, with a given solver, it will take less
time to generate the same number of witnesses. We can see that the SPEA2 method is able to reduce the error rate from
89% to 3% in the best case and from 54.8% to 2% in the worst case.
RQ3: The comparison of the different search-based parametrisation strategies shows that SPEA2 search significantly
reduces the error rate incurred due to the additional constraints, keeping it as low as around just 3% on average.
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7.4 Multi-objective vs. Greedy Strategies
To compare the multi-objective search strategies and to understand the quality of the resulting Pareto front, we compute
the HV of the generated fronts. Table 2 shows the median HV for every program point and program of the first experi-
ment. We can observe that the HV of the Pareto front generated by SPEA2 is always higher than the one generated by
the greedy approach. As Table 1 shows, this has not a dramatic impact on the uniformity of the solution. However,
the impact is significant on the error rate of DFT (see Table 2, Column Unsat). Even if this affects the generation pro-
ductivity, it does not affect the quality of the results either in terms of killing mutants or detecting real faults (see Table 3).
RQ4: The quality of the Pareto front solutions is higher when adopting a multi-objective genetic search process. While
this has no dramatic consequence on the final results of DFT (uniformity, reachability, fault detection), it improves the
efficiency of the algorithm, by substantially reducing the solver’s error rate.
8 EXTENSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
DFT is a methodology for the testing of specific sections of a program by manipulating the associated program
constraints. The current implementation is limited by the technicalities of the SMT solver, however, it can be extended
to deal with more types. DFT can be extended to handle branch condition expressions that contain calls to helper
functions on complex data types, but with primitive return types, as follows:
Numerical arrays. Different properties of arrays are often used in branch condition expressions to check whether a
certain operation can be performed on an array. For instance, the length of an array might be checked before adding a
new element to it. This can be achieved with the use of helper functions, that provide some meta-information on the
array (i.e. its length, sum of elements and mean, among others). DFT can be extended so that it handles such helper
functions as part of its constraints. Programs with branch conditions involving array access via a symbolic index would
require the adoption of an SMT solver that supports a theory of arrays.
Strings. Strings work similarly to numerical arrays but have an embedded semantics. There are several examples
of helper functions that determine whether a string is lower or upper case, whether it is empty or it contains a
specific substring. There are also operations, such as Levenshtein or redex distances, used to compare strings. DFT can
manipulate the constraints related to these comparisons but, as for the numerical arrays, an SMT solver supporting
a theory of strings (and possibly of regular expressions) is required to find solutions to constraints that involve the
content of a string.
Static Structures. Static structures consist of subcomponents that might have primitive types such as integer or floating
point. These primitive types are already considered in the current implementation of DFT. Therefore, DFT can be easily
extended to deal with the branch comparison expressions using the primitive type subcomponents of static structures.
Pointer Arithmetic. Arithmetic conditions on pointers involve the comparison of different memory addresses as
integer values, by calculating distances between them, for instance, to calculate the size of a buffer or the existence of
aliasing between pointers. These comparisons are similar to integer comparisons, which are already part of DFT, so the
extension required to handle pointer arithmetic may be minimal. However, this is no longer true if we want to deal also
with the dereference content.
Pointer Dereference Content. The content of the pointer dereferences are complex for SMT solvers to handle. To
make their representation more in line with the requirements of DFT, we need to build a memory model in form of an
abstract heap [53] containing a NULL pointer, relative memory positions in a symbolic address space, and values in this
memory model at the specific places to which a pointer may point. Once this extension is provided, if the memory
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content of a pointer dereference is an atomic value, it would behave as primitive type, a numerical array or a string. If
the content is another pointer, it would behave according to pointer arithmetic. In both cases, DFT would require the
adoption of an SMT solver supporting symbolic pointers.
Dynamic Structures. Extending the idea of memory models, dynamic structures such as trees, linked lists and queues
also contain operations that deal with comparisons, for instance: number of elements, depth of a tree, etc. DFT could
modify these operations into utility functions with primitive return types, to generate specific instances that reach
specific program points related to them. However, to handle the general case in which the pointers used to create such
structures are also symbolic, the tool would require a symbolic memory model and an SMT solver supporting symbolic
pointers.
Another potential extension of the tool that could improve its execution time, by reducing the amount of constraints
it needs to deal with, is concolic execution [50]. The combination of concolic execution with DFT would work as follows:
a concrete execution would provide the specifics of a path and the symbolic constraints that lead to the program point
along a specific execution path. Then, DFT would modify these constraints to find another input that gets as close
as possible to the target, but along a different path, and so on, until it gets a necessarily under-approximated set of
different path constraints to reach the same program point. This would improve the current scalability of our tool, but
at the same time it would reduce the number of program paths taken into account to reach the target program point.
Extending DFT to object-oriented languages would not be difficult for testing specific methods if they work with
primitive values or static structures. However, if they require objects (i.e., dynamic structures) as inputs, DFT would
need to also control the order of method calls performed to construct and change the state of these objects. The symbolic
constraints would work in a similar way to the dynamic structure extension.
8.1 Threats to Validity
Construct Threats. A potential threat to construct validity can be our definition of diversity. We considered uniformity
as a measure of diversity, due to its justification via Information Theory. However, other authors use similarity metrics
between the test cases. Use of similarity metrics might have led to different results.
Internal Threats. The use of CBMC is a threat to internal validity because of the bounded loop unwinding process. We
are aware that there are other techniques developed to cover code targets, especially in the area of malware triggering
[58]. However, these techniques either aim to find just a single test case that covers the target [58] or cannot be adapted
to a non-binary parametrisation [2]. It is important to remark that our methodology does not need to discard tests to
improve diversity. Another threat to the internal validity of our study is the chosen SMT solver. We used Z3, a mature
and robust SMT solver often adopted in software testing research. However, a different solver might exhibit different
behaviours.
External Threats. Our experiments are performed on open source code repositories. Although our subjects have been
previously used in the literature [14, 54, 59], our results might not generalise to other subjects and/or programming
languages. The use of solvers imposes a potential limitation to the software size our approach can be applied to, as
solvers can not handle programs that have several branches, a large number of lines of code or extremely complex
constraints. Nevertheless, the solver technology is under continuous development and improvement.
9 RELATEDWORK
The DFT approach touches on various aspects of testing, including automatic test suite generation, focused testing,
GödelTest and diversity of test suites, thus we discuss related work within these fields.
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Automatic and Focused Test Generation The field of automatic test case generation has grown in several directions
such as symbolic execution, combinatorial testing, model-based testing, search-based testing and adaptive random
testing [5]. The main goal of these techniques is to achieve a high coverage according to specific coverage criteria.
Shamshiri et al. [51] evaluate three automated unit test case generators (EvoSuite [23, 24], Randoop [41] and Agitar
[1]) in terms of effectiveness in real fault detection. The results show that none of the tools could achieve more than
40.1% of fault detection individually, while the overall fault detection of the tools together is only 55.7%. The qualitative
analysis conducted by the authors identifies the presence of failed error propagation (fault execution and infection
with no propagation) and coincidental correctness (fault execution with no infection and no propagation) as one of the
reasons for the low fault detection rate. They report cases when the fault was always fully covered but never detected,
as it requires specific values in order to be detected.
Evidence of high failed error propagation and coincidental correctness rates was provided in previous work [6, 37–
39, 57]. To address this, one needs to test those sections of the program where the error fails to propagate. This is
possible by focusing test inputs at specific elements of the program. Alipour et al. [2] and Gotlieb and Petit [29] use
search algorithms and solvers, respectively, to reach faulty program points. As reaching the program point is not enough
to trigger the faulty behavior, we also included diversity in our input generation algorithm.
Diversity, Uniformity and GödelTesting Diversity shows significant improvements on fault detection when com-
bined with other testing criteria [14, 26]. These improvements were originally reported in the diversified version of
Random Testing, named Adaptive Random Testing, where Chen et al. [14] spread the inputs through the space using
uniform sampling instead of pseudo-random generators. Chakraborty et al. [11] stated that the effectiveness of diversity
comes from the fact that every test is equally likely to activate or detect a bug. In the literature there are several works
aiming to diversify test suites [9–11, 14, 21, 25, 43, 52], or use diversification as a filter [20].
The initial work of Chakraborty et al. aimed at creating uniform inputs for testing electrical circuits. Their di-
versification tool, UniGen, transforms the circuits into a set of constraints in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) and
applies SAT solvers to transform the witnesses of these constraints into inputs [9, 11]. Diversity methods have focused
also on incrementing the diversity of outputs, as in the work by Alshahwan and Harman [3, 4], which introduces a
novel test suite adequacy criterion based on output uniqueness. The work by Matinnejad et al. improves diversity
on Simulink models by reducing the similarities among their outputs [40]. None of the aforementioned approaches
combines diversity with focused test input generation.
Existing work defines diversity in different ways. Considering an information theoretic perspective, some work
connects it with the normalised information distance (NID) [21], while others connect it with the entropy of the test
suite [52]. NID can be used to define the diameter of the test suite, i.e., the average distance between the test cases,
with the aim of maximizing it [20]. Entropy leverages its connection with the uniform distribution, since a distribution
is uniform if and only if its entropy is maximum [46]. This connection gives us a good approximation to a proper
definition of diversity, where we consider a test suite diverse when it is uniform or has maximum entropy. However,
measuring the uniformity of a test suite is a difficult task, as it requires statistical tests. This was one of the main
problems that has been identified in the evaluation of diversity in previous work [9–11, 28]. Our approach addresses
this problem by using a collision-based L2-test to guide and evaluate the generators (Section 3.2). This test was chosen
amongst different possible tests for uniformity, e.g., continuous distribution tests [36] (not suitable as they assume no
gaps between inputs) or discrete tests [12, 15, 18, 27, 55]. Only collision-based tests guarantee an appropriate evaluation
in our scenario, as they give us also a notion of distance from uniformity [18] (Section 3.2). Although collision-based
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tests require a big sample size for small epsilon values [18], our generators were able to satisfy this. Poulding and
Feldt [43] aimed to create diversification by construction, applying a technique named GödelTesting. However, they
require the creation of a manual test generator per program, so as to (manually) define the inputs to generate, based on
program-specific constraints. In contrast, our technique leverages a constraint generator to obtain a meta-generator,
and uses a solver as a general purpose generator, by including parameters in its constraints.
10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Diversified focused testing improves the quality of fault detection and mutation killing. By adding parametrisation
to program constraints, our approach improves the diversity of the test suite, making the input distribution close to
a uniform distribution. Regardless of the search strategy used to tune the parameters, empirical results show that
the quality of the test suites generated by DFT significantly outperforms random generation, constraint solving and
search-based generation. Moreover, in addition to making the test suites diverse, the search algorithm that tunes the
parameters effectively reduces the error rate of the solver by orders of magnitude, hence improving the efficiency of the
generation process quite substantially.
There are several future applications for DFT. A significant application is to study the effect of Failed Error Propagation
at specific program points, extending the work of Androutsopoulos et al. [6]. Our technique can measure the reference
probability of killing a mutant by ensuring that the generated inputs always traverse the mutation point and at the
same time follow a uniform distribution. It could also be used to estimate the total number of inputs that traverse a
given point [10]. Finally, from a security perspective, DFT may help developers identify potential triggers of suspicious
code in malware analysis.
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